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1.Introduction
 1.1. When and why did the 3He-MRI get started? 
    Since the late 1970s,W. Happer (Princeton) had been investigating    
        spin-exchange optical pumping as a means of polarizing nuclei with  
        thought to practical things one might do with large collections　of
        nuclei thus polarized.
     Among them, they are the enhancement of fusion in tokamaks, the 
        creation of new kinds of polarized targets for high-energy physics,  
        and the improvement of clinical magnetic resonance imaging.
     In 1991, when he stayed in Washington as a director of DOE, he 
        ruptured a disk and an MRI scanning was done for his spines.
     Since he was in great pain, and that concentrated his mind 
        wonderfully.
     Thus began the effort by W. Happer, G. Cates and collaborators to do 
        clinical magnetic resonance imaging with noble gases.
     In 1994, W. Happer’s Princeton group, working with colleagues at the 
        Univ. of New York, Stony Brook published MRI images of the excised 
        heart and lungs of a mouse made with nuclear polarized 129Xe.
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 1.2.     Why is highly polarized 3He gas needed for MRI?



                            Protons in 1.5 T
        
Polarization          5.2 · 10-6 

N+-N- =                   3.5 · 1014             in 1 µl of  water
  
    P · (N++N-)                               3.5 · 109                   in 1 µl of air
                                                          (rel. humidity 60%)

at room temperature, in 
thermal equilibrium

Expected NMR signal is proportional to N+ - N-

However, if P becomes 5.2×10-1, then (N+-N- ) becomes
3.5×1014 even in 1µl air irrespectively of B strength.
      This is a basic principle of hyperpolarized NMR



　1933　Stern et al. discover the magnetic moment of proton.
　1938　Rabi discovers Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) on molecular 
                beams.
   1946  F. Bloch and E. Purcell independently describe NMR on condensed  
                matter.　

Felix Bloch                                         Edward Purcell

proton NMR in water                                          Proton NMR in paraffin

Same volume of
Phys. Rev in 1946

1.3.    Short history of NMR/MRI



　1950　Proctor and Yu discover chemical shift due to molecular 
                environment of protons. NMR becomes an essential tool of   
                analytical chemistry.
　1971　Damadian proposes how some cancerous tissues  
                respond differently to magnetic fields than normal tissue, i.e., the  
                difference of relaxation times
   1973   P. C. Lauterbur realized that if a nonuniform magnetic field was  
                 used, then the radio signals would come from just one slice of the 
                 sample, allowing a two-dimensional image to be created.
      1975   R. Ernst et al. establish the concept of 
                 Fourier transform imaging nowadays
                 widely used.
   1977   Sir P. Mansfield took a first image on 
                 a finger of human being.
   1979   Moor et al. took the first images in 
                 multiple orientations of human brain 

Paul C. Lauterbur      Sir Peter Mansfield
       Nobel Prize in Medicine 2003  



test tube filled
with D2O

test tube filled
with pure water

test tube
filled with pure water

plus MnSO4

P. C. Lauterbur’s first imaging for 
proton in water

       When he submitted his paper to Nature, the 
 
       journal editor rejected publication. Then, he 
       persuaded the editor to accept his paper.

Weak rf field

Strong rf field (saturated)

Difference



1994   　M. Albert et al. succeed observation of  a lung image of a mouse with 
                a hyperpolarized 129X gas (published in Nature).

1995   　H. Middleton (Duke), and W. Happer (Princeton)  took a lung MRI 
                shot of a Guinea pig with a hyperpolarized 3He gas. (Physics Today, 
                June 1995).

1996    Otten, Heil et al. (Mainz) took the first 
               human lung images at the   
               Krebsforschung Zentrum, Heidelberg.



•    Production of polarized 3He gas
       A number of methods to polarize 3He were proposed 

including the latest development of the DNP (Dynamic 
Nuclear Polarization) at Yamagata University. 

         However, the methods which enable to produce a 
large amount of highly polarized 3He gas are rather 
limited, only MEOP (Metastability Exchange Optical 
Pumping) and SEOP (Spin Exchange Optical Pumping) 
are potentially used.

2.1.    MEOP (Metastability Exchange Optical Pumping)
   In 1963, The “Metastability Exchange Optical Pumping” was 
      discovered by Colegrove, Schearer, and Walters (Texas 
      Instruments) and later applied to a polarized 3He+ ion source at 
      Rice/Texas A &M.



Principe of MEOP

Colegrove, Schearer, Walters, Colegrove, Schearer, Walters, 
PR 132, 251(1963PR 132, 251(1963))



Serious disadvantages of MEOP are
    Large 3He polarization is obtained only at low gas pressures, 
        whereas there is a serious depolarization during optical pumping 
                                                                                                at high gas           
 
                                                                                                pressure. To 
                                                                                                avoid this 
                                                                                                difficulty, OP is 
                                                                                                performed at 
                                                                                                low gas 
pressure. 
                                                                                                   Then, low 
                                                                                                pressure 
                                                                                                gas is    
                                                                                                compressed.



３He compressor
   Otten in ENS/Paris

Toepler pump (1988-1993)

ENS

now

Mainz

now



2.2.     SEOP (Spin Exchange Optical Pumping)
A significant step to SEOP

1     First dense      
            sample with high  
            polarization (10%)

•     First 3He-Rb
            spin-exchange  

                



1987    First targets
Polarization of Rb atom

Polarization of 3He atom



The origin of 3He nuclear spin relaxation

    3He-3He dipolar relaxation in the bulk
    Wall relaxation
        　　　-  Ferromagneitc sites
       　　　 -  Other unwanted surface   
           contamination
     Magnetic field inhomogeneities
     Other relaxations
     Hysterisis relaxation:
        　　　-  large change in wall relaxation due solely to 
            　　　previous exposure to a large magnetic field



1    Baranga et al. showed   
           that relaxation due to   
           Rb - 3He collisions often  

 
           accounts for a least half  
           the relaxation.

1    Kadlecek  et al. discovered a  
           strong magnetic field 
           dependence in the Rb relaxation 
           which is due to the formation of 
           triplet Rb2 dimers as an 
           important sources of 
           relaxation 
           



•    The T1 hysterisis and correlation with presence of 

            Rb atom was discovered by the group from Utah

Importance of surface treatment of cell!



•  Application to the medical research    
3.1. Network

Now called
   PHELINET 
           Polarized Helium Lung 
                             Imaging  Network
Innovative, non-invasive lung MRI 
techniques for clinical diagnosis and 
validation of lung therapy. Research 
and Training Network (RTN) – Marie 
Curie Action – 6th Framework 
Program (2007-2010)



3.2.    Present research on lung imaging

Measurable quantities of polarized 3He are

      1)   static distribution

      2)   gas diffusion  - ADC

      3)   nuclear spin relaxation  -  pO2

Most of them are ready  for use in clinical application, 
such as diagnosis of COPD (Chronical Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease) on the basis of a plenty amount of 
data accumulation so far.

    To comprehensively talk about them is, of course, 
beyond my scope. Therefore, I will confine my talk only 
on some of them from my personal interest.  



3.2.I.   Static distribution

Obtained by Holding a respiration



   Principle to measure the diffusion coefficient:
      The concept of ADC (Apparent Diffusion Coefficient)
       is frequently used. The ADC is defined as a diffusion  
       coefficient ignoring the temperature difference and  
       density difference.

 Structure of Aeveolar, which is an end tissue of lung

The method uses a pulse sequence of 90°pulse followed 
by 180°pulse under the magnetic field with field gradient 
as shown in the next slide. 

3.2.2.   Diffusion

Membranes are  
broken, and large 
caves are formed.



Phase broadening due to diffusion

Position

90゜ 180゜

Non
Phase
broadening

Phase 
broadening

0

0

Displacement causes phase broadening

Pulse sequence



A volunteer lies down on the 
bed with his backside down. 
 Five slices from up are 
numbered, and their ADC’s 
are measured.



3.2.3.  pO2 (partial pressure of O2)
　　 The partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) and its depletion rate are 

important parameters in lung function assessment. Aeveolar pO2 can 
be used as a marker of ventilation efficiency, and the oxygen 
depletion rate, which is related to oxygen uptake, can be used to 
characterize perfusion. It has been shown that measuring the time 
evolution of pO2 enables differentiation between normal and diseased 
lungs in pulmonary embolism, obliterative bronchiolitis sickle cell 
disease, and COPD.　　

Use of relaxation time in the
Presence of Oxygen
 
   T1 ~ 10-20 sec.

Holding a respiration



1.  Future prospect
4.1.   3He – MRI at very low field – for convenience
            (ENS/Paris at first, later, Kracow/Poland, etc.)   

Most MRI S/N is proportional 
to B, while 3He-MRI is 
independent of B. Therefore, 
there is no benefit for 3He-MRI 
at high B. 

3 mT-3He MRI at ENS/Paris 



   a)  Local field gradients, which are due
        to spatial variations in tissue suscep-
        tibility, decrease in going to a lower 
        imaging field.

   b)  Working at a reduced frequency 
         reduces the RF power absorbed by 
         the body, thereby allowing the use 
         of rapid pulse sequences without 
        exceeding safety limits. 

   c)  Cost is greaty reduced. No need for 
         superconducting magnet

Low field 3He-MRI is advantageous from the following view 
points:

Very important

for future MRI



4.2.    Project at RCNP/Osaka     
                   - For high production

A brute force method:
           

        Low Temperature and 
        high magnetic filed

             P = 95% 
                  B = 15 T, T = 1 mK

       Is this true for 3He ?

       This is not true as far as
       liquid 3He is concerned.
       

       3He polarization never obeys this 
       graph, because 3He is a Fermi 
       particle.



   Only a minor part of 3He near the Fermi Energy can be 
polarized even if the temperature is lowered than 1 mK. 
In other words,  the polarization can never be increased 
beyond the value at the Fermi temperature (TF = 180 mK).

Energy
Level

Probability

T = 0 K
T = 0 K

EF
(=kTF)

Energy Level of liquid 3He

Only 3He of
this region
can be polarized.

   On the other hand, the solid 
3He does not obey this rule 
because the overlapping of 
wave function for 3He is 
limited due to the long lattice 
separation. 
   In consequence, 3He 
behaves as a paramagnetic 
substance for which the graph 
shown in the previous slide is 
valid.  



The procedure to obtain highly polarized 3He 
gas at room temperature – Idea of G. Frossati

•    Formation of a solid  3He cooled 
       down to 1 mK by means of the 
       Pomeranchuk cooling
•     Polarization by means of the brute force 
       method, i.e. B = 17 T and T = 1mK
          

              expected solid polarization > 95%
    
3)     Rapid melting by decompression and 
        gasification in a time shorter than the   
        relaxation time.



Solid

Liquid

solidliquid

solidliquid
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Clausius-Clapeyron    
       equation

This suggests Ssolid >Sliquid at low T.

Principle of Pomeranchuk cooling



Therefore, the temperature would be lowered by 
solidification of liquid 3He by pressure since the 
solidification brings an increase of entropy.



Expected performance 
Lowest Temperature:  5 mK
Cooling Power 3000 µW at T = 120 mK
                              15 µW at T =   12 mK

3He-4He Dilution refrigerator
Leiden/Osaka/Orsay

Pomeranchuk 3He polarizer at RCNP, Osaka

Pomeranchuk
cell

SCM
17T

Pumps
1K pot
Pumps

SCM
17T

Strage dumps
for

3He-4He mixture

liquid 4He
supplied
continuously

Still
continuous heat

exchanger

Sintered heat
exchanger

Concentrated phase
Dilute phase

5mK

50mK

600mK Secondary
Impedance

Primary
Impedance

1.5K

4.2K

Condenser

3He gas

4H
e

gas

3H
e

gas

50mK shield

600mK shield

Under design



Quick melting by decompression
in a few seconds keeps the 
polarization almost  at the solid 
polarization.



4.3.   NMR/MRI of other hyperpolarized nuclei
4.3.1 129Xe-MRI promising as a counter part of 3He
    Lipophilia: 
        Unlike helium or water, it is readily absorbed by fatty tissue. 
    Large chemical shifts:
           Chemical shifts larger than H can be exploited to identify 
        biochemical details in magnetic resonance imaging. 
　　Method of polarization   -  SEOP 
         But, significant difference of SEOP exists between 3He and 129Xe.

     Rb is much harder to polarize in the presence of Xe
     129Xe polarizes much more promptly than 3He 



4.3.2.  Hyperpolarized 13C, 15N, and 29Si NMR by DNP 
           (Dynamic Nuclear Polarization)

1973    CERN group ( W. de Boer, T. O. Niinikoski et al.)

A partially deuterated 1,2-ethanediol [ (CD2OH)2 ] doped 
with paramagnetic CrV was dynamically polarized 

                                    P(13C) ~ 43%

with B =2.5 T, and T = 1.2 mK

radical

13C

12C

Microwave
Energy



1    Dutch and Swedish group (J. H. Andenkjaer-
           Larsen et al.) showed a striking result.

Aqueous [13C] urea quickly dissolved from the solid phase hyperpolarized by 
the DNP method has open up a new frontier, where an enhanced NMR signal 
can be acquired, or a high sensitive agent for in vivo imaging or spectroscopy 
is required.           P(13C) ~ 37%,  P(15N) ~ 7.8%     with B = 3.35T, T = 4.2 K

Polarization
Production rate

 Relaxation rate

Hyperpolarized 
sample

Non treated 
sample



•     Conclusion

    The history of hyperpolarized 3He- and 129Xe-
       MRI is very short. Actually, it started only 10 
       and a few years ago.
    However, their great validity has been proven 
       particularly in the biomedical field.
    Their great success encourages in 
       enhancing NMR signals of heavier isotopes 
       such as 13C and 15N for biomedical use too.  

                                     Thanks for your 
                                                 patient attention


